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View From the Editor’s Desk
OK, I have to admit, this month’s Event Horizon is a bit short on
substance. This is due to several factors - a short turnaround from
last month’s edition, having had some time on the coast for a
holiday (the front cover is an image I took early one morning),
being busy at work and having to go to Sydney unexpectedly this
week.
However, I’m going to use the old “it’s not the quantity that
matters, it’s the quality” line and hope to convince you that this
edition is just as good as the others!
Julie has once again done a wonderful Librarian’s report, Jennifer,
Dylan and Noeleen have submitted some great images and I’ve
“borrowed” some images off the web to highlight Hubble’s 25
years in Space.
Enjoy!
Cheers,

Mario
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Dear Members and friends,
Welcome to another edition
of EH, hasn’t it just been
wonderful to finally see
some clear starry nights after
so many cloudy months. This
month’s new moon weekend
at Leyburn ended up also
being clear, which was quite
a surprise considering the
weather forecast. Quite a few
of our members turned up for
a couple of great nights of imaging, Saturn looked just
perfect joining the lead stars in the head of
Scorpius…please see a couple of photos that I took in the
EH galley.
We have a couple of things coming up for the month of
May, first of all we have this years ‘Combined Societies
Meeting’ which is being held at the Griffith University’s
Nathan Campus at Mt Gravatt on Friday evening the 22nd
May 2015 starting at 7.30pm. I’ve put all the details on
our website and Mario has also put the details and a map
in EH. Please come along and enjoy a social evening with
other members from the astronomy clubs in South East
Queensland and support our own Mario Vecchi who’s
representing SAS and will a give a presentation on Mars
called “Martian Landforms - A comparative study of
geological, geomorphological and palaeogeographical
features of Earth and Mars. (Or.. Mars - Ooh, I can't
believe it's not Earth!)”
We also have a scouts viewing evening that’s been
organised by John Crane where we’ll have three different
scout groups meeting for an astronomy field night on
Tuesday the 26th May starting at 6pm at the Coomera State
School.

There will be about 60-70 scouts on the night and they will be
doing there scouts astronomy badge, could I please ask for
helpers to bring along there telescopes and to also show the
children where the Southern Cross is in the night sky, they
may ask you some other question as well.
The school is near Dreamworld just off the M1 along
Dreamworld Drive at Coomera. We will be setting up our
telescopes on the back oval so please drive to the side street
called Beattie Road and turn into the back oval. If you have
any trouble finding it, please ring John Crane on 0419 685303
or me on 0407 126452.
The Stardust Junior Astronomy Club celebrated its 4th Birthday
on the 2nd April and all the children has a great day at the
Runaway Bay Library…. and Yes, we had yummy cake :-)
The astronomy club now has a rotation of about 60 children
who thoroughly enjoy coming along and learning all about the
night sky in a fun and educational way…matter of fact, they
have such a wonderful time they don’t even know there
learning. I received a lovely surprise on the day from the
library staff when I was presented with an ‘Appreciation
Certificate from the GCCC’ along with some beautiful flowers
and chocolates…I was a bit embarrassed but felt very happy
to have been appreciated.
Our dear friend and committee member Jenny Robinson is
leaving us again for her 6 months stay in England, she’ll be
travelling along the waterways in her large long boat with her
sister-in-law Lyn. Have a great holiday, and we’ll see you back
home in November, Bon voyage….
Our next meeting will be held this Saturday on the 2nd May,
looking forward to seeing you all then.

Noeleen Lowndes
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Notes from the SAS Library

- by

Julie Lancaster

(Librarian - Lyn Ahern)

Library News
Searching for a book in that particular field of astronomy you’re looking for will be much easier now! Lyn and I
have rearranged the library books into categories. The books are colour coded according to their category, eg:
˜ Astro-imaging, êAstronomy, etc. See the link below for the full colour code:
http://sas.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/SAS-Library-colour-code-system.pdf
There is also a new library list which will be stored in the library cupboard, with the books listed in their
categories and colour code. The new list is available through the link below:
http://sas.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Library-List-by-colour-code-2-4-15.pdf
Both links can be accessed through the SAS website, library tab.

Book Reviews
Exploring the Moon – written by David M Harland first published in
1999. This 40th anniversary edition was published in 2008 (second
edition).
This book gives an extensive history of the lunar missions with some wonderful images
of the lunar surface and the astronauts themselves, including the famous shot of Buzz
Aldrin taken by Neil Armstrong. I would recommend this book for anyone interested the
lunar expeditions.
The Blurb: ‘In this comprehensive overview of Man's relationship with his planet's
nearest neighbour, David Harland opens with a review of the robotic probes, namely the
Rangers which returned television before crashing into the Moon, the Surveyors which
'soft landed' in order to investigate the nature of the surface, and the Lunar Orbiters
which mapped prospective Apollo landing sites. He then outlines the historic landing by
Apollo 11 and the final three missions of comprehensive geological investigations. He concludes with a review
of the robotic spacecraft that made remote-sensing observations of the Moon. This Commemorative Edition
includes a foreword by one of the original astronauts as well as an extra section reviewing the prospect of
renewed exploration there. New graphics and images are also included.’

Zone System for Astro Imaging – written by Ron Wodaski in 2006.
For those exploring the field of astro-imaging and particularly, the use of Photoshop®,
this book looks to be great value. There’s lots of information and explanations on how
to get the best from your astro-photography. Two copies are available from the library.
The Blurb: ‘Everything you need to know to process your astro images in
Photoshop® CS/CS2: Step-by-step tutorials with practice files, Photoshop® tips and
tricks, full colour illustrations, advice on equipment and techniques.

What is the Zone System? Photoshop® is deep and complex. The Zone System shows you how to use specific
Photoshop® features in specific ways to get exactly what you want. By breaking the image down into zones, you
gain control over all aspects of the image processing, sharpening, smoothing, contrast, histogram, etc.
What do I need to know? This Zone System is designed for beginners to intermediate imagers. Beginners will
learn a powerful system and intermediate users will learn how to solve problems more effectively.’

Great news! There’s now a link tho the SAS Facebook page on the new SAS website – at last.
You’ll find upcoming events, items of interest and information on astronomy related tours. Join the
page and share your ideas and wonderful astrophotography. So come on over and check us out. You
might be surprised at what you find.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/11624628300/ For those already on Facebook, the page is easy to find, just
follow the link of click the Facebook symbol on the website. In order to join the page which enables posting items
on the page, etc., people need to request to join. Once your request has been accepted, you are on your way.
Happy reading!
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~ Combined Societies Meeting Friday the 22nd May 2015 ~
You are welcome to come along to the 2015 Combined Societies Meeting, which is being held
at the Nathan Campus at Griffith University, Kessels Road, Mt Gravatt on the 22nd May starting
at 7.30p.m.
The Meeting is being held in Lecture Theatre Room 0.03 in N16 Macrossan Building (This is
the same room as in 2013). Please find a link to the University map below, where you will find
the venue and the public car park. After 7.00pm the Ridge Carpark (N38) is FREE. There is
also a jpg map below that you can download.
http://www.griffith.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/397048/Nathan-visitors-parking-map2013.pdf
This will be an enjoyable evening, where a member from each society will give an astronomy
presentation. This year, Mario Vecchi will be our representative from SAS and will be giving
a very informative presentation on Mars.
Also on the agenda, will be the presentation of the 2015 Combined Societies ‘Achievement
and Discoveries Awards’ for some deserving members from our clubs.
After the meeting, supper will be supplied where everyone can mingle and have a chat.
There will also be some great lucky door prizes, so please come along and enjoy a great evening
of astronomy and space with your fellow astronomers.
Presented By:
Southern Astronomical Society (SAS)
Brisbane Astronomical Society (BAS)
South East Queensland Astronomical Society (SEASQ)
Scenic Rim Astronomical Society (SRAS)
Astronomical Association of Queensland AAQ)
Star Gayzers Inc.
See you all on the night, Noeleen Lowndes (SAS President)
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In the News…
Hubble space telescope turns 25. Here are some of its most
mind-blowing photos
THE Hubble Space Telescope has been taking unforgettable pictures of the most far flung and freaky
corners of the universe for 25 years. Carried by the Shuttle Discovery, Hubble was launched on April
24, 1990 and deployed the following day.
In orbit ... the Hubble Space Telescope, pictured in 1997. Source: AP

Two months later, after analysing the telescope’s first pictures, astronomers discovered that the
telescope had “blurred vision,” caused by a tiny distortion in the 2.4-meter primary mirror."The
problem was eventually fixed and by 1993, Hubble was beginning to send back images of the universe
we had never seen before.
Hubble’s orbit outside the distortion of Earth’s atmosphere allows it to take extremely high-resolution
images with negligible background light. Hubble has recorded some of the most detailed visible-light
images ever, allowing a deep view into space and time. Another observation, called the Hubble Deep
Field, allows astronomers to see to the edge of the universe.
The telescope has generated a steady stream of discoveries, ranging from a more precise determination
of the age of the universe — 13.7 billion years — to confirmation of the existence of supermassive
black holes.
In recent years, Hubble’s razor-sharp vision has played a key role in the ongoing effort to probe the
nature of dark energy, capturing the light from ancient supernovas to chart the accelerating expansion
of the cosmos.
The telescope is still operating, and may last until 2020. Its scientific successor, the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST), is scheduled for launch in 2018.
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Looking like an apparition rising from whitecaps of interstellar foam, the iconic Horsehead Nebula has graced
astronomy books ever since its discovery more than a century ago. The nebula is a favourite target for amateur and
professional astronomers. It is shadowy in optical light. It appears transparent and ethereal when seen at infra-red
wavelengths.

Gas released by a dying star races across space at almost 1 million km/h, forming the delicate shape of a celestial
butterfly. This nebula is also known as NGC 6302 or the Bug Nebula..
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Another supernova remnant. this time a bauble of gas in our neighburing galaxy, the Large Magellanic Cloud. It
was formed in the aftermath of a supernova explosion that took place four centuries ago.

The Cat’s Eye Nebula, one of the first planetary nebulae discovered, also has one of the most complex forms
known to this kind of nebula. Eleven rings, or shells, of gas make up the Cat’s Eye. Each ring is actually the edge
of a spherical bubble seen projected onto the sky which is why it appears bright along its outer edge
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Three of the galaxies in this famous grouping, Stephan’s Quintet, are distorted from their gravitational
interactions with one another. One member of the group, NGC 7320 (upper right), is actually seven times closer to
Earth than the rest.

In this striking image of the planetary nebula NGC 5189 the intricate structure of the stellar eruption looks like a
giant and brightly coloured ribbon in space.

http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/hubble-space-telescope-turns-25-here-are-25-of-its-most-mind-blowing-photos/story-fnjwlcze1227318214538
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NGC5128 - Centuarus A
Jennifer Robinson

78 Mins in 3 minute subs (26)
Indoor Flats + 1 Dark Frame
Celestron 9.25" Edge HD
Hyperstar III lens
UCH Filter
QHY12 OSC CCD Camera
PHD 2.4 Guiding
Captured, Stacked, Stretched in Nebulosity
Final tweaks in PS.

Members’ Astrophotos

Eta Carinae Nebula
Dylan O’Donnell
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Saturn in Scorpius
Noeleen Lowndes

Image taken 17th April 2015 through a 10inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope and an Orion Deep Space Video Camera
with a 2x barlow lens, avi movie stacked in RegiStack 6 and lightly processed in PS CS4. (I’m still a bit timid with the
wavelet settings)

Beautiful Saturn
Noeleen Lowndes
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Sydney Observatory night sky map

May 2015

A map for each month of the year, to help you learn about the night sky

www.sydneyobservatory.com.au

The star chart shows the stars and constellations visible in the night sky for Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Canberra, Hobart,
Adelaide and Perth for May 2015 at about 7:30 pm (local standard time). For Darwin and similar locations the chart will still
apply, but some stars will be lost off the southern edge while extra stars will be visible to the north. Stars down to a brightness
or magnitude limit of 4.5 are shown on the star chart. To use this star chart, rotate the chart so that the direction you are facing
(north, south, east or west) is shown at the bottom. The centre of the chart represents the point directly above your head, called
the zenith, and the outer circular edge represents the horizon.
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The Southern Cross is well placed for observation as it is now high in the south-east. The brightest star of the Cross, Acrux, is
the closest to the horizon, while the next brightest, Beta Crucis or Mimosa, is to the east. Jupiter is located in the northern sky in
the constellation of Cancer and is directly below the crescent moon on the 24th. Saturn appears low in the east after the first
week of the month in Scorpius. Mercury makes a brief appearance very low in the north-west in Taurus after the first few days of
the month, but disappears in the middle of the month. Venus can be seen low in the north-west and the crescent Moon is above
and to the west of the planet on the 21 st. The Eta Aquariids meteor shower will occur this month. Look for it in the eastern sky in
the early morning of the 6th.
Sydney Observatory, with a magnificent view overlooking Sydney Harbour, is open 10am to 5pm
daily – except closed Good Friday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day, and open 10am to noon on
New Year’s Eve. Open Monday to Saturday for night sessions (times vary depending on the
season) for sky viewing through one of our telescopes (cosy planetarium session if cloudy), and
3D movies about the Universe. Bookings are essential for night programs.
For more information, check the website at www.sydneyobservatory.com.au or call (02) 9921
3485. Sydney Observatory is at 1003 Upper Fort Street, Observatory Hill, in the historic Rocks
area of Sydney.
Sydney Observatory is part of the Powerhouse Museum. The Sydney Observatory night sky map is prepared by Dr M Anderson using the software TheSky.
This month’s map was compiled by Garry Vong and Andrew Smith. © 2015 Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences, Sydney.

Society Information
Committee Meeting 6:00pm General Meeting 7.30pm
ORMEAU COMMUNITY CENTRE, McCreadie Rd, Ormeau
PRESIDENT - NOELEEN LOWNDES Ph 0407 126 452 MEMBERSHIP OFFICER - JOE ZERAFA Ph 0421 886 376
Society postal address ~ Southern Astronomical Society Inc, PO BOX 867, Beenleigh Qld 4207
THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by blind carbon copy email so others cannot see your email address - if you do not want Event Horizon emailed please inform the sender. The Society’s Web Site and Event Horizon may contain
images of or may identify members/friends attending Society & non-Society events (Meetings, Astroquiz, Combined Societies Meetings, Field Nights and Leyburn Astrocamps, Astrofest etc); if you would prefer this not to happen, please
advise the Society in writing. If members require a copy of the Society’s Constitution, please contact the Membership Officer by mail or at a future meeting. Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS Web Site are presented in
good faith as the original work of the person submitting them. The SAS and its members accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever if the person submitting them has used another person’s property without their permission or consent.
Articles submitted by contributors are the copyright of the contributor (unless otherwise specified) and comprise their own technical and/or other information and are not necessarily the opinion of SAS or its members.

LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE
This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbie & Mark Bolton.
By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.
$5 contribution per adult per night (please pay in honour tin in site caravan)

2014 DATES: Friday to Sunday, 15th - 17th May
LEYBURN 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast
ACCOMMODATION BYO tent, caravan OR
CABINS available in town cost $85 per room - book on 07 46950155
WEATHER very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared
KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils
POWER BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!
DRINKING WATER BYO LOO YES flushing onsite - with loo paper
SHOP 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers, ice etc & local hotel with great value meals.
Shop open 7am - 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday.
MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely
DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES / dip lights at the gate to main observing field - you will be greeted & guided to a park
CAUTIONS heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. so please take care in and around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and
wear stout footwear! Also, gets very cold in winter (down to minus -6) so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an
enjoyable week-end.
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We welcome All Members And Guests to The
Monthly Meetings.
All meetings held at Ormeau Progress Association
Inc. McCredie Road Ormeau
Web site at http://www.sas.org.au

For further information contact
Membership Officer: Joe Zerafa
Mobile: 0421 866 376
Noeleen Lowndes (President)
Mobile: 0407 126452
E-mail: ziggy002@bigpond.com

Meeting Dates 2015

Meeting Dates 2015
JANUARY
Saturday 10th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 10th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sun 16th – 18th January Leyburn

JULY
Saturday 4th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 4th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sunday 17th – 19th July Leyburn

FEBRUARY
Saturday 7th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 7th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sun 20th – 22nd February Leyburn

AUGUST
Saturday 1st Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 1st General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sun 14th – 16th August Leyburn
(QLD Astrofest 7th – 16th August)

MARCH
Saturday 7th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 7th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sun 20th – 22nd March Leyburn
Saturday 28th ‘Jupiter in the Park’ 5.30 pm
(Public field Night Paradise Point)

SEPTEMBER (AGM)
Friday to Sun 11th – 13th Sept Leyburn
Saturday 19th InOMN 2015
Saturday 26th AGM 7.30pm
(Venue to be confirmed)

APRIL (Easter 3rd – 6th April)
Saturday 11th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 11th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sun 17th – 19th April Leyburn

OCTOBER
Friday to Sun 9th – 11th October Leyburn
Saturday 24th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 24th General Meeting 7.30pm

MAY
Saturday 2nd Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 2nd General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sunday 15th – 17th May Leyburn
Combined Societies Meeting Friday 22nd May
Griffith Uni Nathan Campus Mt Gravatt 7.30pm

NOVEMBER
Saturday 28th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 28th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sunday 13th – 15th November Leyburn

JUNE
Saturday 6th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 6th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sunday 19th – 21st June Leyburn

DECEMBER (SAS Xmas Party)
Saturday 5th Christmas Meeting 6.30pm
(Venue to confirm)
Friday to Sunday 11th – 13th Dec Leyburn
(Venue to confirm)
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